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INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper a survey of the mathematical foundations ofthe 
analysis and processing of time-ordered data was given from an operator- 
theoretic point of view [9]. The main operator-theoretic tools that appeared 
were the spectral theorem for unitary operators and the Wold decomposi- 
tion theorem for isometric operators. 
In this paper we will attempt o do the same for the theory of linear 
discrete ime feedback systems. Recent results inoperator theory and 
systems theory will allow us to present quite ageneral, broad theory which 
will cover such topics as stability, s abilization, estimation andfiltering. The 
major advantages ofthis theory is that it doesn’t require any hypothesis of
time-invariance nor do the conceptual problems become any more difficult 
in the multi-channel case. In fact, these notions play no role in the theory. 
The main operator theoretic tool that is used is an abstract inner-outer 
factorization heorem due independently o Arveson [l] and Rissanen [ 181. 
The mathematical framework is that of Hilbert Resolution Space introduced 
by Porter [13] and Saeks [14]. Few of the results mentioned here are new. 
However, the essential completeness of the discrete ime theory does not 
seem to have been noticed before. Itshould be mentioned that an equally 
complete theory for continuous time systems is not possible. This is because 
Arveson’s factorization heorem and the rather simple invertibility criteria 
do not extend to the continuous time case ([ 111, [3]). 
The contents ofthis paper are organized asfollows: 
Section I: Hilbert Resolution Space and Extended Space 
Section 2: Arveson’s Theorem and its consequences 
Section 3: Feedback Systems: basic oncepts 
Section 4: Least Squares Theory 
Section 5: Stochastic Control 
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1. HILBERT RESOLUTION SPACE AND EXTENDED SPACE 
Let X be a separable complex Hilbert Space, and let & be a totally 
ordered family of orthogonal projections  X which: 
(i) is order isomorphic to(a subset of) the integers Z.
(ii) contains 0,I. 
(iii) sclosed under the lattice operations , V (closed linear span). 
The pair (X, G) is a discrete ime Hilbert Resolution Space. The best 
known example is, of course, the sequence space l*( - cc, cc ;) of square 
summable sequences ofvectors from a Hilbert space. 
Throughout his paper we will model linear systems by linear operators 
acting on spaces and satisfying thephysical property ofcausality. This is the 
“input-output” point of view and we will avoid introducing the notion of 
state-space. While a fairly complete abstract s ate-space theory exists inthis 
framework [ 171 and plays an important role in various filtering problems [4], 
we will avoid this area here. 
Causality can be defined in terms of the pair (X, &) as follows [5-131. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The operator T on (X, &) is causal if, for each n E Z, 
E”T = E”TE”. 
If we take X = l*( - cc, co), and & to be the family of projections defined 
by 
Wad = @A 
where 
b, = ak7 kgn 
= 0, k > n, 
then the causal bounded linear operators are simply those that have lower 
triangular representations withrespect to the standard orthonormal basis 
on X. 
Most notions related tostability cannot be discussed on X, because one 
must allow inputs to the system which aren’t vectors on the Hilbert space. 
Classically this, technically, was taken care of by considering theextended 
space of the Hilbert space under consideration. F r example, if X was 
l*( - 00, cc) one defined the extended space l’,( - cc, co) to be the family of 
sequences which when truncated atsome point nwere square summable; i.e. 
I’,<-m, m) = {(ak}“,: C~,-,lak12 < 00 for all n E Z}. We will construct 
an abstract extended space for the pair (X, G). While this construction 
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works equally well for arbitrary time sets, wewill restrict ourselves here and 
throughout tothe discrete time case [6]. 
For each n E 2, define the seminorm 
IIW = lIE”4 h E X, 
If h * 0, then E”h * 0 for some n E 2 and therefore, forthis n, llhll” * 0. 
Thus the family of seminorms, 1)I]“, separate X and defines a Hausdorff 
topology 7 on X ([lo]). In fact, using astandard esult ontopological vector 
spaces, wehave ([lo], p.114): 
THEOREM 1.2. The map h --, IhI from X into R+, where 
defines a translation invariant metric on X with the following properties: 
(a) Ihl = 0 if and only if h = 0, 
(b) IhI = I - 4 
(~1 lh + gl d WI + IsL 
(d) (Al d 1 implies IXhl 6 lhl, 
(e) X --) 0implies (AhI + 0 for every h E X. 
Furthermore, the topology defined by the metric 6(h, g) = Ih - g] is just 
the topology 7 defined by the family of seminorms a] I]“: n E Z}. 
Clearly, the topology r on X is weaker than the norm topology, for if 
(hi} E X and llhi - hJI + 0, then (lE”(hi - h)ll B Ilhi - h)l + 0 for all n E 
Z. We will call this topology the resolution t pology onX. 
Which operators continuous with respect to the norm topology on X 
remain continuous with respect tothe resolution topology? The operators 
which represent physical systems, namely the causal ones, retain their 
continuity [6]. 
THEOREM 1.3. Every causal bounded operator nX is continuous in the 
resolution t pology. 
Proof. By translation invariance, it isenough to consider continuity at 0. 
So suppose (hi) E 3c such that IhiJ + 0. Then for all n, Ilhill” + 0. 
If T is causal and bounded, then 
lIThill” = IIE”Thill = IIE”TE”h,ll 
G llE”ll IITII lIEnhill 
Q IITII llhill” * 0.
Thus T is continuous. 
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It is easy to see that with respect tothe metric S on X, X is not complete. 
Let X, denote the completion fX in the metric 6. Since ach E” is causal, 
it is continuous inthe resolution topology and therefore has a unique 
continuous extension E,” to X,. 
DEFINITION 1.4. The pair (X,, &,) is the extended resolution space of 
w, 6). 
The relationship between X and X, is summarized in the following 
proposition [6]. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let (X,, &,) be the extended space for (X, G). Then: 
(i) E,“h, E 5% for all h, E X, and n E Z; 
(ii) if]] 112 denotes the extension fI1 Iln to X,, then 
llh,ll~ = JIE,“h,(lforallh, E X, andn E Z; 
(iii) fh, E X,, then h, E Xifand onb ifsup,,]]hJI < co. 
We note that he concept of causality generalizes naturally toX, via the 
equality 
E,“T = E,“TE,“, n E Z, 
for operators on3c,. If A is a continuous causal operator nX and A, is its 
unique continuous extension toX,, then it is clear that A, is causal. Also, 
by the proof of Theorem 1.3, and Proposition 1.5 
ll4hX Q ll4lllh,ll~ 
for all h, E X, and n E Z. This motivates the definition of stability. 
DEFINITION 1.6. An operator Ton fK, is stable if there xists 0 < M < co 
such that 
lIThell: 6 Whell: 
for all n E Z, h, E X,. 
Remark 1.7. Stability s much stronger than continuity. Since X, is a 
topological vector space which is not a normed space, the notions of 
boundedness and continuity are not equivalent. 
All stable operators onX, are characterized n the next result [6]. 
THEOREM 1.8. Suppose T is a linear operator on X,. Then T is stable if 
and only if T = S, for some bounded causal operator S on X. 
Proof: Suppose T is stable, and consider the operator E,“T [ I - E,“] on 
X,. Then IJE,“T[I - E,“]h,ll; = IJE,“(E,RT[I - E:])h,ll by proposition 1.5 
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(ii), and since E,“E,” = E,” this is just (]E,“T[I - E,“]h,l(. By the same 
proposition this equals 
IIT [I - E,n] hell: d MII[I - E,“] hell” 
= M((E”[I - E,“]h,(( 
= 0 
for each h, E H,. Thus E,“T = E,“TE,“, and T is causal on (X,, &,). If 
h E X, then 
SUPIIWC G sup [Whll:] 
n n 
= supbW4l”I Q Whll 
n 
Thus Th E X by (iii) ofProposition 1 S.Also 
IlThlj = FlJE”ThJJ = limJJThJJ” 
< supI(ThJI” = supIIThll: 
n n 
Q WlhlL 
Thus the restriction of T to X is bounded. The only if part of the theorem 
‘follows from the paragraph preceding the theorem. 
2. THE ARVESON-RISSANEN THEOREM AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 
Let {X,,: n E Z} be a family of closed subspaces of X satisfying 
%I G =n+,* n “nt, = {O}, v “nt, = x. Let 3 = {A E ti3(X): A%, G 
3X,, for all n E Z}. It is easily seen that % is a (weakly closed) Banach 
algebra containing the identity. 
The main result ofthis ection isa special case of a result ofArveson [l]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose T is a invertible op rator nX. Then T = UA, 
where U is unitary and A, A - ’ E 3,. 
Before giving the proof, we consider the simplest case. This will make the 
idea of the proof quite transparent. 
Suppose ‘X = r*(O, cc), and {ei}zo is the standard basis on X. Let G be 
the family of truncation projections {P,}FBO, and %n = V Fmoei: Suppose T
is an invertible op rator. Then {Te,, Te,, .. . Te,} is a basis for TGX,. If we 
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apply the Gram-Schmidt process tothe set {Tei}EO, weobtain an orthonor- 
ma1 basis {fi} of % such that V & ofi s an orthonormal basis for Tan. Let 
U be the unitary operator which maps e, to fi. Then let A = U*T. Clearly 
U = TA, and since Ae, = U*Te, = U*(c&,~~~fi) = C$,,or,e,, we have AQ.,,, 
c 9,“. Since A is invertible, A-‘%, c %, and T = UA is the required 
factorization. The proof of the general case is based on the same idea. 
Proof: Let I?~ = TGX, for each n. Since T is invertible, n{l$: n E Z} = 
{0}andV{~~:n~Z)=X.Als0T%,,~T~,+,foralln~Zbycontinu- 
ity. Thus C, retains the properties of Gx,. Also since dimension is preserved 
by invertible op rators, it is easily seen that dim(%, 8 %, _ ,) = dim(& 
eC,_,)forallnEZ.Since3C=Ce(~,e~,_,)=Z~(~~e~~_,), 
let U* be a unitary operator which maps, for each n E Z, l?” 8 l?n _, 
isometrically onto%, 8 9R, _ , , and let A = U*T. Then for each n, 
Thus, A E 9% f~ a-’ and T = UA gives the desired factorization. 
An immediate consequence isthe following spectral factorization heo- 
rem. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Every invertible positive operator nX can be factored 
in the form A*A with A E CiL f~ %-‘. 
Proof Suppose H is an invertible positive operator on X, and let 
T = HI/*, its positive invertible square root. By Theorem 2.1, T = UA with 
Uunitary,andA~~~91,L-‘.Then 
H = (H’/*)*H’/* = A*(J*UA = A*A 
gives the required factorization. 
Remark 1. The relationship between the spectral factorization g ven here 
and the classical f ctorizations arising, for example, in Wiener-Hopf equa- 
tions has been discussed in detail n[16]. Itis clear that he fact hat {‘X,} 
is order-isomorphic to the integers played afundamental role in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. The result is false [1 l] if the chain of subspaces i order 
isomorphic tothe interval [0, 11. If, however, itis not required that A E ‘%‘, 
then Theorem 2.1 can be extended to the continuous case [3]. 
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Remark 2. If M, = E,X, then % is the algebra of causal operators on
X. The operators in‘GiL n sL- are called the causally invertible op rators 
and play a major role in stability theory as we will see later. 
Remark 3. In [l], Theorem 2.1 was proved in a more general form than 
that given here, We can drop the assumption that T is invertible andsimply 
assume that n, [TM,] = 0. Then U will be an isometry and A an “outer” 
operator. Thus Theorem 2.1 can be seen as a generalized inner-outer 
factorization heorem. Infact, if3c = H2 and T is a time invariant (equiva- 
lently, analytic Toeplitz) operator with symbol f, then Arveson has shown 
that he two factorizations are equivalent. 
There is also astructural e ationship between this theorem and the wold 
decomposition. In fact, if T is an isometry, then the decomposition of X in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 is just he wold decomposition. 
Remark 4. Corollary 2.2 can be generalized to some positive d finite 
symmetric operators which are not necessarily bounded ([19]). If Q is such 
an operator, with domain q(Q) there xists an “outer” operator with 
q(A) = q(Q), such that Q = A*A. 
We have used the term “outer” in Remarks 3 and 4. While the definition 
given in [ 191 is less tringent than that in [ 11, for invertible op rators they 
are equivalent and this is the case which will be of interest to us. We will 
thus use the definition given by Rissanen. 
DEFINITION 2.3 ([19]). An operator A on X is outer if (i) AM, s MJn 
E 2, (ii) [AM,] 0 [AM,- ,] C M,, 8 M,-, for all n E Z. Here [AM,] de- 
notes the closure ofAM,. 
Note that if A E 6iL is invertible with A-’ E $L, then A is outer. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose A E ?il is an invertible op rator, Zf for all n E 
Z,dimM,,eM,-, <ao,thenA-‘~%ifandonlyifAisouter. 
Proof. We must show that if A E % is outer, then A-’ E Q, or equiva- 
lently, that AM, = M,, for all n E Z. Since A is outer, AM,, 8 AM,-, c M, 
8 M,-,. As in Theorem 2.1, A invertible implies that dim( AM, 8 AM,- ,) 
= dim(M, 8 M,,-,). Thus dim(M, 8 M,-,) < cc implies AM,, 8 AM,-, 
= M, 8 M,- 1. Since AM,-, c AM, we can write AM, as AM,, = (AM, 8 
AM,- ,) 8 AM,-, = (M, 8 M,- ,) 0 AM,- ,. In particular M, 8 M,-, c 
AM,. Also for i < n, Mi 8 Mj-, c AM, C AM,. Since, as in Theorem 2.1, 
M, = C,,,[M, 8 M,-,], M,, c AM,, and therefore AM, = M,. 
Remark. If x = x2 and M, = V iOO,,,ei and A is time invariant with 
symbol f, then A, A-’ E % if and only if is an invertible outer function i
the classical sense. Thus Theorem 2.4 can be seen as a time-varying a alog 
of this classical result. 
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3. FEEDBACK SYSTEMS, BASIC CONCEPTS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X,, &,) be the extended space of (X, G). A basic 
feedback system on (X,, &,) is a pair (K, C) of causal operators on X, 
related bythe equations 
y = KCe, 
e=u+y, 
withy, u,e E X,. 
A basic feedback system is characterized by the block diagram below. 
Conceptually, K isthe plant and C is a compensator controller, u is the 
system input, y is the output, and e is the error or compensator input. There 
are variations  the basic feedback system which can be considered. These 
may involve additional inputs and (or) operators. Thebasic structure and 
problem will remain unchanged. 
The same input-output relationships can be expressed without feedback 
by the equations 
e = (I - KC)-‘u, 
y = KC(I - KC)%, 
provided (I - KC) -’ exists insome sense. The system can then be repre- 
sented by the block diagram. The first representation w llbe referred toas 
the closed loop representation of the system, while the second is the 
open-loop representation. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The basic feedback system (K, C) on X, is well-posed 
if (I - KC) is one-to-one and onto on X,. 
Clearly well-posed feedback systems allow an open loop representation 
and we will from now on restrict ourselves towell-posed basic feedback 
systems. 
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Let X = 12(0, cc) with the usual resolution of the identity. 
Suppose y = { yi} E 3c and KC is defined by 
i-l 
(KcY)i = C gi,Y”, i a 0, 
n=O 
where {g,,Jn < i, i = 0,1,2 ,... }is a sequence of complex numbers with 




li = Yi - C ginYn 3 i > 0. 
n=O 
Thus, given z= (zi}, one can compute recursively via
Yo = zo, 
i-l 
Yi=‘i+ C gi*Yn* 
n=O 
In general, {yi} E X,, but is not square summable. Thus (I - KC) -’ exists 
as an operator nYC,. Thus the system described above is well posed. We 
note that (I - KC) -’ is causal on X,, but is not bounded. 
Well-posedness i  essentially a modeling property of a system. It ex- 
presses that a mathematical model is, at least in principle, adequate as a 
description of a physical system. The definition which follows is that of 
stability which is a desired property ofa feedback system. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let (K, C) be a basic feedback system on (X,, &). The 
system is stable ifthe operators (I - KC) - i and KC( I - KC) - ’ are stable 
operators. 
Thus a system is stable if the operators appearing inthe corresponding 
open loop system are stable, or, equivalently, given an input u in X, the 
error eand output y are also in ‘X. 
An important case is the case when K and C are stable operators. The
stability of the system (K, C) is equivalent to stability of (I - KC) -I. In 
this case, K and C are extensions of causal bounded linear operators K,, C,, 
respectively, on X. The well posedness ofthe system and the stability of K
and C imply that (I - K,C,) is invertible on H. Thus the stability of (K, C) 
is equivalent to he fact hat (I - K,C,)-’ is a causal operator nX. 
This motivates u to consider the well-known “Causal Invertibility Prob- 
lem.” If T is a causal operator invertible on X, when is T -’ causal? That 
this is not always the case ven in the discrete time case is seen immediately 
from the following example. 
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EXAMPLE 3.5. Let X = r2( - cc, oc), and & the family of truncation 
projections. Let W be the bilateral shift We, = e,, , defined on the stan- 
dard orthonormal basis {e,}: _oo. Then W is causal, but its inverse W - ’ = 
W* is anti-causal. 
The answer to this question for the case dim (E, - E,- ,)X -C cc for all nis 
given by Theorem 2.4. The causally invertible op rators are the invertible 
causal operators which are outer. 
4. LEAST-SQUARES THEORY 
In this ection weinvestigate the formulation and solution fsome of the 
more commonly encountered deterministic optimal control problems. We
begin by formulating a general theorem due to Porter [12] which will 
contain as special cases the servomechanism and regulator problems we will 
consider. The treatment here and in the following sections strongly follows 
[51- 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A E ???I( X) be such that P = A*A is positive d finite. 
Let C*C be the spectral f ctorization of P, and let w E E,,X, zE X. Then the 
cost functional 
J(B) = llz - ABwll’ 
is minimized over B E 6? by any B, E L? such that B,,w = C - ‘E,C* -‘A*z. 
Proof: Since w E X, = E,X, for any B E 6? we have 
CBw = CBE,,w = E,CBE,,w = E,,CBw. 
Thus 
(z, ABw) = (A*z, Bw) = (C*C*-‘A*z, Bw) 
= (C*-‘A*z, CBw) 
= (C* - ‘A*z, E,CBw) 
= (E,C* - ‘A*z, CBw) 
= (C* - ‘CCC - ‘E$* - ‘A*z, CBw) 
= (C* - ‘A*ABOw, CBw) 
= (AB,w, AC-‘CBw) = (ABOw, ABw). 
A similar gument shows that 
(z, ABOw) = (ABOw, ABOw). 
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Therefore 
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Thus B,, minimizes the given performance m asured over 6? whenever it 
exists. 
Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.1 reduces a very general optimization problem 
to an interpolation problem. We will show that in discrete ime the 
interpolation pr blem is easily solved. We assume for now that X = 1*(0, cc). 
This assumption ismade purely for technical reasons and the results given 
here are true in general [5]. In our case, we can actually (by induction) 
construct the interpolating operator. We want to interpolate twovectors 
(x, y} in X by means of an operator whose matrix representation w.r.t. he 
standard basis is lower triangular. It isclear that some condition isneces- 
sary. No lower triangular m trix will take the vector with first coordinate 
zero to a vector whose first coordinate is nonzero. More generally, no causal 
operator will take avector in E,X to a vector y for which E “y * 0. This is 
the only restriction. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let x, y E l*(O, 00). There xists A E C? such that Ax = y 
if and only if there xists a constant K such that for each 0 < r < CO 
i lYJ2 G K2 i lXi12, 
i-0 i=O 
or (equivalently) 
Then A can be chosen with IlAll < K. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction. We begin with the first row in A. Since 
jjE’y[l d KIJE’xjl, E”x= 0 implies E”y = 0. If E”x = 0, choose the first 
row in A to have all its entries zero. If E”x = x0 * 0, choose a, such that 
y. = amxO and aoi = 0 for i > 0, since A must be lower triangular. Note
that laa,-,l G K* by hypothesis. So assume we have constructed hefirst 
p - 1 rows of A such that if A,-, is the (p - 1) X (p - 1) submatrix 
defined above, then A,-,EJ’-‘x = BP-‘y and l/A,-,/l d K. We will now 
show how to construct thepth row. If aij is the i, jth element ofA,,- ,, then 
p-1 
yi=,~oaijxj, i=O,1,2 ,... p- 1, 





C C aijzj Q lZ2 C Izi12> 
i-0 j-0 i-0 
where(zO,...,zp-l)=EP-‘z,zEX. 
Since llePyll* d K ~~E~x~~~, it follows that 
lYplZ = ll~PYl12 - II~p-1Yl12 
< K*~~E~X~~* - IlEP -‘yl12 
P--l 
6 K2 c lxf -I- K*Ix,l* - Ii+ 1 j$I, 'ijxj/'. 
i-o 
Define alinear functional on the one dimensional subspace inEPX defined 
by EPx by 
#(cEW = cu,, 
and define a seminorm 11, on E* X by 
p-1 p-l i 
IIE~zll, = KzlzP12 + K2 c I+ - c c aiizj 2. 
i-0 i-0 j-0 I 1 
Then l+(cEJ’x)l Q I Pxlf,, and by the Hahn-Banach theorem $ can be 
extended toE?JC such that it satisfies th  inequality 
14(Epz)l d IbWl,. 
Since + is a linear functional on ECIC there xist scalars a,,,. . , apP such 
that 
tp(EJ’z) = i apjzj. 
j-0 
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These scalars will form the first p elements in the pth row with all other 
elements nonzero. Then 
llApxl12 = ,$OlYil’ 
p-1 












< C )3 aijxj -t K21xp12 + K2 Z: lxi12 
i-0 j-0 i-0 
P-l. i 
- ,Fb ,Xoaijxj2 
I I ‘P 
This completes the proof. 
Remark. The Hahn-Banach theorem in the finite dimensional case is 
completely constructive, so there is no dependence on Zorn’s Lemma here. 
We apply this result toan elementary servo-mechanism problem 141. Here 
we have an open loop system with plant P and compensator M that is 
disturbed atthe output by a signal n E X,. Our problem is to operate on n 
with a causal compensator that minimizes 
wf) = llYl12 + 11412 
over h4 E 67. 
Physically therequirement that l]y]l’ is minimized means that he output 
of the plant must follow -n, so that the problem is really an optimal 
tracking problem, Of course, since P is linear, ifone could apply arbitrarily 
large inputs r to P, this tracking problem would be straightforward. In 
practice, however, the norm of the inputs must be limited, and hence we 
minimize the sum of l]y]]’ and ]]r]j2 to obtain a compromise between the 
tracking requirement and input energy. 
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9 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose P E C. Then for y and r defined above and 
n E X,, 
JW = lIYl12 + llrl12 
is minimized mer M E (? by any MO E e satisfying 
Man = - C-‘Z&C*-‘P*n. 
Proof We reformulate the problem in terms of Theorem 4.1. Let z = 
(n,O)EX@X,w=nEX,,andletB=MbecausalonX. 
DefineA: X+X@ Xby 
and let C*C be the spectral factorization (by Corollary 2.2.) of I + P*P. 
Thenz - ABw = (n+AMn) = (~).Thusminimizingllz - AByll*overB E e 
is equivalent to minimizing Ilyl(* + llrll* over M E e. Since A*A = Z + P*P 
= C*C, we have 
M,n = Z3,y = C-‘E,C*-‘A*z 
= C-‘E,C*-‘( -P*, -I)( ;;) 
= - CIE C*-‘p*n r 3 
and the proof is complete. 
5. STOCHASTIC CONTROL 
In this ection we will assume familiarity with the theory of Hilbert 
space-valued random variables. A detailed discussion can be found in [2], 
while the basic results necessary for following this ection are given in [5]. 
We include here just he basic facts. 
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If X is a finite second moment Xvalued random variable (i.e., 
EKf, X(s))]’ isa continuous scalar valued mapping on x), let m, E X 
denote its mean. Since m x+ ,, = m, + my [2], we can (by a suitable transla- 
tion if necessary) assume that all random variables which we consider have 
zero mean. For any such random variables X, Y, let Qxv E %I( X) be the 
cross-covariance of X and Y, and if X = Y let Q, = Qxx denote its 
co-variance. X and Y are said to be independent ifQxv = 0. A E $3(X) is 
memoryless ifAE” = E”A for all n E 2. 
LEMMA 5.1. L-et X and Y be zero mean Xvalued random variables with 
finite second moment and A, B E a(X). Then 
(0 Qx+ y = Qx + Qxr + Qrx + QY, 
(ii) Qx+y = Q, + Q, if and only if X and Y are independent, 
(iii) Q (AmBy) = AQxyB*, 
(iv> QAX = AQ,A*, 
W Qxr = Qh 
(vi) Q, = Q; > 0. 
Prooj See [2, p. 2491. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A zero-mean Xvalued random variable x with finite 
second moment is white noise if E”x is independent ofE,x for all n E 2. 
LEMMA 5.3. [5] Let X be a zero mean Xvalued random variable with 
finite second moment. Then X is white noise if and only if Q, is memolyless. 
Proof. If Q, is memoryless, then 
Q(EnX)(E,X) = E”QxE,* = E”Q,E,, = E”E,,Q, = 0. 
On the other hand, if E “X and E,, X are independent for all n E Z, 
E"Qx4 = E"Q,E,* = Q(ET~(E,x) = 0, 
and therefore Q, E k?. Similarly, E,Q,E” = 0 and Qx E k?*. Thus Q, is 
memoryless. We can now state a basic stochastic optimization problem 
which is similar tothe deterministic problem stated before. 
A difficulty that arises inthis etting isthe choosing of a cost functional. 
In the classical theory of finite dimensional systems the cost functional that 
is chosen is 
J(B) = EI(Z - ABW11*, 
where B varies over C?, A is a bounded linear operator such that A*A > 0, 
and Z, W are Hilbert space valued random variables. Unfortunately, in 
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general, J(B) may not be finite and in fact is finite ifand only if its 
covariance operator QzmAsw is trace class [2, 41. This is quite a strong 
requirement and we can avoid it by considering a slightly more complicated 
cost-functional. 
To motivate his, wefirst consider the finite dimensional case; Suppose X
is an R”-valued random variable, X = (X,, .* . , X,). Then 
QX = EXX’ = 
EX; EX,X, .a. EX,X” 
EXJ, . . . . . . . . . . EX,2 
I 
’ 
and EllX112 = tr(Qx) = CrW,EXf. Thus the data for EllXll* are all con- 
tained on the diagonal of Q,. We make use of the same data but in the 
form of a positive H rmitian operator 
and will minimize the cost functional in the ordering ofpositive H rmitian 
operators. This generalizes without difficulty to the infinite-dimensional 
discrete ime case (in fact o the general infinite-dimensional case [7, 51). It 
is easily seen that g[Q,] = CT= _ ,AEiQ,A Ei is a well-defined bounded 
linear operator nX and is memoryless. We list some simple properties of 
‘-?I[ T] for T E 8(X) which we will make use of. 
LEMMA 5.4. The mapping T + q(T) has the following properties: 
(i) It is linear. 
(ii) If T is Hermitian so is ‘jil[T]. 
(iii) IfT, > T2 then q[T,] > 9[T2]. 
(iv) If the diagonal elements of the matrix representation of T are zero 
then so is g [ T]. 
Proof: [7]. 
There is one more operation the matrix representations of operators 
on (X, &) that we will need. 
If A E 91 (X), there is a natural (and unique) way to write A as the sum 
of a causal and anticausal operator. Define [A], by 
([AlC3)ij = (A)ij, iaj, 
= 0, i <j. 
Then [A], is a lower triangular m trix, and let [A],. = A - [A],. Unfor- 
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tunately, [A], may not define a bounded operator n X as the following 
example shows [ 15, 51. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let A be the semi-infinite Toeplitz matrix 
0 -1 
1 0 





defined by the sequence 
















k) = l/k, 
= 0, 
k f 0, 
k = 0. 
Then IlAll = esssup]&(8)], where ci is the Fourier transform of the se- 
quence {uk} defined on the unit disc. A simple computation shows that 
S(O) = l/i(n - 6) and (IAll = or. But 
0 
is defined by the sequence 
bk=;, k > 0, 
= 0, k < 0, 
and b(O) = -ln(l - e-‘*), which is an unbounded function on the unit 
circle. Thus [Ale is an unbounded operator n X. In solving the optimal 
control problems it will be necessary totake the causal part of an operator, 
and we will assume that his exists a a bounded linear operator nX. 
THEOREM 5.5. [7] Suppose A E C?. A 6?’ and Z, W are zero mean X-ual- 
ued random variables with finite second moment and cooariance operators 
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Q,, Q, > 0. Let DD* = Q, be the Arveson Factorization of Q,, D E k? f? 
e-l. If [Q=,,,D*-‘Jc exists, then the cost functional 
J(B) = q[Qz-aswl 
is minimized inthe ordering ofpositive Hermitian operators over B E CL? by 
B, = A-‘[Q,,D*-‘]ED-‘. 
Thus 
= ABQ,B*A - ABQ, - QzwB*A* + Q,. 
N&-Aswl = WABQ,G*A*] - WABQwzI -WQ&*A*I + W&l 
= @[ ABDD*B*A] - 9 [ ABDD- 1~,] 
-g[Q,,D-‘*D*B*A*] + 9[~,]. 
Let X = QzwD*-‘, and rewrite his as 
~[ABDD*B*A] - ~[ABD~*] - ~[xD*B*c*] + C~I[Q,] 
= si) [ ABDD*B*A* - ABDX* - XD*B*A*] + 9 [Q,] 
= ‘$[(ABD - x)(ABD - x)*] + ‘%)[Q, - xx*]. 
Since Q, - XX* is independent ofB, and ‘$ is positive, a rmnimking 
B E %3(X) can be obtained from the above expression by letting B = 
A- ‘XD- l, since for this B we obtain J(B) = q[Q, - XX], which is 
independent ofB, and q[(ABD - X)(ABD - X)*] > 0. 
Unfortunately, B 4 C in general. So let X = [ X]e + [Xl,., and sub- 
stitute his into the cost functional. Then 
J(B) = ~[(ABD - [xl, - [xl,.) 
x (ABD - [Xl, - [Xl,.)“] + g[Q, - XX*] 
= ~[(ABD - [X]&(ABD -[xl,)*] 
-q[(ABD - [X]e)[%=*] - ~[[Xle=(ABD - [Xl,)*] 
+‘D[Q, - XX* +[X]c.[X]&]. 
Now ABD - [Xl, is lower triangular, and [Xl*,. isstrictly lower triangular. 
Thus SO is their product, and q[(ABD - [X],)[X]&] = 0. By the same 
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reasoning oi)[[X],.[ABD - [Xl,)*] = 0, and 
J(B) = 9[(ABD - [X](J)(ABD - [Xl,)“] 
+“j,[Qz - xx* + [X](?*[X]&]. 
This is minimized by 
B, = A-‘[X]p’, 
since q[(ABD - [X],)(ABD - [Xl,)*] 3 0, and %J[Qz - XX* + [Xl,, 
[Xl*,.] isindependent ofB. 
Remarks. 
(1) The price we pay for a causal solution is
~[[&*m*l. 
(2) The assumption that Q, > 0, is not really restrictive. If W contains 
white noise with identity covariance, then Q, is positive d finite. Since this 
is the only assumption we made, it becomes clear that Theorem 5.5 is quite 
general. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
In this ection we apply Theorem 5.5 to solve some general problems in 
stochastic systems. 
System Identification 
We observe the input and output processes W and 2 respectively associ- 
ated with an unknown system. Since the system is “physical,” we may 
assume that it is causal and thus identify itby determining F E C? that 
minimizes S[QzeFw]. This is just aspecial case of Theorem 5.5 with A = I, 
ifweassumeQ,>O.IfQ,= DD*, then the solution isgiven by 
F, = [Q~~D*-‘],D-! 
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Wiener Filter and Predictor 
We consider the following configuration. -U isa signal process of some 
type that is observed through a sensor S, whose output is corrupted bya 
noise term M. On the basis of these observations, we desire to construct an
optimal causal Filter F that processes these observations to obtain an 
estimate ofTU, where T E %3(X) is a given linear operator. T = I is the 
case of the linear filter, andT = P the ideal predictor of L*( - cc, cc) is the 
Wiener predictor. 
We assume U and M are zero mean H-valued random variables with 
finite s cond moment and covariances Q,, QM with QM > 0. Let DD* be 
the spectral factorization of [QM + SQU,,, + QMvS* + SQ,S*]. Then 
$J[Q,J is minimized over FE C? by 
F~ = [T(Q~~ + Q~s*)D*-~],D-~. 
Proof: Apply Theorem 5.5 with Z = TU, W = SU + M. ‘Ilen Qz = 
TQ,p, and Qw = Q,,, + SQm, + QMuS* + SQ$* = DD* > 0, since 
QM > 0. Finally 
and thus F, = [T(Q,, + Q,S*P*-‘I@‘. 
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